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1 Introduction
Partons produced at large transverse momenta (pT) through hard-scattering processes in
heavy-ion collisions are expected to lose energy as they travel through the quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) created in these interactions [1]. Experiments at RHIC and the LHC have
observed a suppression in the yield of high-pT particles relative to suitably scaled pp col-
lision data, and a signicant reduction in back-to-back high-pT hadron correlations [2{10]
that have been interpreted as evidence for strong partonic interactions within the dense
medium that causes the quenching of jets. A direct observation of this eect using jets was
provided by ATLAS [11] and CMS [12, 13] through a comparison of the pT balance of dijets
in PbPb and pp collisions. In head-on PbPb collisions, a large increase in asymmetric dijet
events was observed relative to the pp reference. This reects the dierence in energy lost
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by the two scattered partons in the medium, an eect that becomes more pronounced as
the path lengths travelled by the partons and the energy density of the medium increase.
In pPb collisions, no excess in unbalanced dijets was observed [14], leading to the conclu-
sion that the dijet imbalance does not originate from initial-state eects. A wide range of
models was proposed to accommodate the dependence of dijet data on the jet pT and the
centrality of the collision, i.e. on the degree of overlap of the two colliding nuclei [15{20].
Further evidence for parton energy loss was found in studies of correlations between iso-
lated photons and jets in PbPb events [21], where the unmodied isolated photon provides
a measure of the initial parton momentum [22].
As energy is conserved in all interactions in the medium, parton energy loss does not
imply the disappearance of energy, but its redistribution in phase space such that it is not
recovered with standard jet nding clustering methods. The observed jet quenching nat-
urally leads to questions of how the angular and pT distributions of charged particles are
modied by the energy loss of partons as they traverse the medium. A measurement of these
spectra can provide information about the physical processes underlying parton energy loss,
which can yield insights into the properties of the strongly interacting medium [23]. Parti-
cle distributions inside the jet cone (within  =
p
(trk   jet)2 + (trk   jet)2 = 0:2{0.4,
where  is the azimuthal angle in radians and  is the pseudorapidity) were studied in
terms of jet fragmentation functions and jet shapes [24{27]. These distributions show a
moderate softening and broadening of the in-cone fragmentation products in PbPb colli-
sions compared to pp data. However, the observed changes account for only a small fraction
of the dijet momentum imbalance, indicating that a large amount of energy is transported
outside of the jet cone through interactions in the medium.
Identifying the distribution of particle pT surrounding the jets (i.e. the pattern of pT
\ow" relative to the dijet system) is challenging, as the \lost" pT is only of the order of
10 GeV, while the total pT from soft processes forming the underlying event (UE) in a head-
on (central) PbPb collision is about three orders of magnitude larger [28, 29]. The angular
distribution of the radiated energy is a priori unknown. To overcome these diculties,
CMS previously used the \missing pT " method that exploits momentum conservation and
azimuthal symmetry in dijet events. This method makes it possible to distinguish the
correlated particles carrying the energy lost by jets from the uncorrelated particles, the
directions of which are not related to the axes of the jets [12]. The momenta of all charged-
particle tracks were therefore projected onto the jet direction, leading to a balancing of the
uncorrelated particles, and thereby revealed the pT ow relative to the dijet system. In pp
events, imbalance in the pT of leading and subleading jets is accommodated through three-
jet and multijet nal states. In PbPb collisions, quenching eects modify the spectrum
and angular distribution of particles that recover the pT balance within the dijet system.
These studies showed that the overall energy balance is restored only when low-momentum
particles (pT  0:5{2 GeV) at large angles to the jet axis ( > 0:8) are considered.
The original CMS analysis used a PbPb data sample corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 10b 1 [12], which was insucient for a detailed study of the angular pattern.
In addition, no pp data at the same collision energy was available at the time. In this paper,
PbPb data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 166 b 1 from a heavy-ion run
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at a nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy of 2.76 TeV, and pp data corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 5.3 pb 1 taken at the same center-of-mass energy are used in a more
comprehensive study. The new data provide an opportunity for detailed characterization
of the multiplicity, momentum, and angular distribution of particles associated with the
ow of pT in dijet events in PbPb and pp collisions, as a function of collision centrality
and dijet pT asymmetry. Collision centrality refers to congurations with dierent impact
parameters of the lead nuclei. By changing centrality, the dependence of jet quenching can
be studied as a function of the size and density of the medium.
To study the pT ow relative to the dijet system, two complementary approaches are
pursued, both relying on the cancellation of contributions from the uncorrelated UE. First,
the pT of individual tracks are projected onto the dijet axis, dened as the bisector of the
leading (highest pT) jet axis and the subleading (next highest pT) jet axis, with the latter
ipped by  in . These projections are then summed to investigate the overall pT ow
in dijet events. This \missing pT" analysis is used to study how the lost momentum is
distributed as a function of the separation of the track from the jet axis, . The second
approach involves the study of the dierence in the total number of particles emitted
in the leading and subleading jet hemispheres. The measurements are carried out as a
function of the collision centrality in PbPb collisions, and as a function of the dijet pT
imbalance in pp and PbPb collisions. To investigate how dierences in jet fragmentation
aect energy loss mechanisms, jets are clustered using several anti-kT R parameters (0.2,
0.3, 0.4 and 0.5) [30, 31].
2 CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid with a 6 m internal
diameter. Within the superconducting solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker,
a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator
hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward
calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity [32] coverage provided by the barrel and endcap
detectors. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel ux-
return yoke outside the solenoid.
The silicon tracker measures charged particles within the pseudorapidity range jj <
2:5. It consists of 1440 silicon pixel and 15 148 silicon strip detector modules and is located
in the 3.8 T eld of the superconducting solenoid. For nonisolated particles of 1 < pT <
10 GeV and jj < 1:4, the track resolutions are typically 1.5% in pT and 25{90 (45{150)m
in the transverse (longitudinal) impact parameter [33]. The ECAL has coverage up to
jj = 1:48, and the HCAL up to jj = 3. Steel and quartz bre hadron forward (HF)
calorimeters extend the acceptance to jj = 5. For central , the calorimeter cells are
grouped in projective towers of granularity    = 0:087  0:087. The ECAL was
initially calibrated using test beam electrons, and then with photons from 0 and  meson
decays and electrons from Z boson decays [34{36]. The energy scale in data agrees with
that in the simulation to better than 1 (3)% in the barrel (endcap) region, jj < 1:5 (1:3 <
jj < 3:0) [37]. Hadron calorimeter cells in the jj < 3 region are calibrated primarily with
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test beam data and radioactive sources [38, 39]. A more detailed description of the CMS
detector, together with a denition of the coordinate system and kinematic variables, can
be found in ref. [32].
3 Monte Carlo simulation
To study the performance of jet reconstruction in PbPb and pp collisions, dijet events in
nucleon-nucleon collisions are simulated with the pythia Monte Carlo (MC) event gen-
erator [40] (version 6.423, tune Z21 [41]). To account for isospin eects present in PbPb
collisions, the underlying pp, pn, and nn subcollisions are weighted by cross sections using
the model from ref. [42]. For the simulation of dijet signals, a minimum hard-interaction
scale of 30 GeV is used to increase the number of dijet events.
To model the PbPb UE, minimum bias PbPb events are simulated with the hydjet
event generator, version 1.8 [42]. The parameters of this version are tuned to reproduce
total particle multiplicities, improve agreement with the observed charged-hadron spectra,
and to approximate the uctuations in UE seen in data. Proton-proton collisions are
generated using leading-order (LO) pythia (without hydjet simulation). Full detector
simulation using the Geant4 package [43] and the standard CMS analysis chain are used
to process both pythia dijet events and pythia dijet events embedded into hydjet events
(denoted pythia+hydjet in this paper).
Jet reconstruction is studied using the jet information in the pythia gener-
ator in comparison to the same fully reconstructed jet in pythia+hydjet, after
matching the generator-level and reconstructed jets in angular regions of reco;gen =p
(genjet   recojet )2 + (genjet   recojet )2 < R.
4 Jet reconstruction
Jet reconstruction in heavy-ion collisions at CMS is performed using the anti-kT algorithm
and distance parameters R = 0:2 through 0:5, encoded in the FastJet framework [30]. Jets
are reconstructed based on energies deposited in the CMS calorimeters. The probability
of having a pileup collision is 23%, and the average transverse energy (ET) associated with
the UE is less than 1 GeV. For pp collisions, no subtraction is employed for the underlying
event (UE) nor for pileup from overlapping pp interactions. Whereas, for PbPb collisions,
a new \HF/Voronoi" algorithm is used to subtract the heavy-ion background [44]. The
transverse energy is dened by ET =
P
Ei sin (i), where Ei is the energy of the i
th particle
in the calorimeter, i is the polar angle of particle i measured from the beam axis, and the
sum is over all particles emitted into a xed  in an event.
The HF/Voronoi algorithm removes the UE contribution by estimating the ET con-
tribution from the UE at central , and its azimuthal dependence, from deposition in
the HF detector. The estimation is performed using a polynomial model that is trained
using a singular-value decomposition method [45], separately on minimum bias data and
1The pythia6 Z2 tune is identical to the Z1 tune described in [41], except that Z2 uses the CTEQ6L
PDF, while Z1 uses CTEQ5L.
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MC simulation. After an average ET is subtracted from each calorimeter tower, based on
its location in  and , the calorimeter towers containing non-physical negative ET are
evened out by redistributing the energy in neighboring positive ET towers in a circular
region of the parameter R+0:1. The redistribution is implemented by minimizing a metric
that describes the total energy dierence before and after the process, given that after the
redistribution all towers have positive energy.
The initial calorimetric ET values are corrected as a function of pT and  to match
the jets clustered using all particles, except neutrinos, at the generator level of pythia.
The consistency of the corrected jet energy scale (JES), dened as hprecoT =pgenT i, is checked
as a function of pT and  using pythia+hydjet events in bins of event centrality. The
deviations are within 2% for all centrality, pT, and  bins, and less than 1% for jet pT
greater than 60 GeV.
The nonlinear response of the calorimeter as a function of particle energy gives jets
that fragment into many particles with smaller energies a smaller response relative to the
jets of same energy but with fewer fragments. To account for the dependence of JES on
the fragmentation of jets, an additional correction is applied as a function of reconstructed
jet pT, and as a function of the number of charged particles with pT > 2 GeV in a cone
of R around the jet axis. The number of charged particles in pythia+hydjet is cal-
culated using the pT values obtained after the \HF/Voronoi" subtraction. For pythia,
pT values without any UE subtraction are used to calculate the number of charged par-
ticles. The fragmentation-dependent correction applied in PbPb collisions is calculated
using pythia+hydjet events with matching UE activity. This correction results in a
reduction in separation of the JES for quark and gluon jets, and also lessens the impact of
jet reconstruction on fragmentation of the leading and subleading jets.
The residual JES that accounts for the dierence in calorimeter response in data and
MC events is calculated using dijet balance in pp and peripheral (50{100% centrality)
PbPb collisions [46], based on data. This dierence is found to be less than 2% for jj < 2.
5 Track reconstruction
For studies of pp data and pythia MC events, charged particles are reconstructed using the
same iterative method [33] as in previous CMS analyses of pp collisions. However, for PbPb
data and pythia+hydjet events, a dierent iterative reconstruction [8, 25] is employed
after extending the global tracking information down to pT = 0:4 GeV. To minimize the
impact of ineciencies in track reconstruction caused by the pT resolution in track seeds
near the 0.4 GeV threshold, only tracks with pT > 0:5 GeV are used in this analysis.
Reconstructed tracks in pythia and pythia+hydjet simulations are matched to
primary particles using the associated hits, i.e., charged particles that are produced in
the interaction or are remnants of particles with a mean proper lifetime of less than
5  1013 GeV 1. The misidentication rate is dened as the fraction of reconstructed
tracks that do not match any charged particle (primary or otherwise). The multiple re-
construction rate is given by the fraction of primary particles that are matched to more
than one reconstructed track. Tight track quality criteria are applied to reduce the rate of
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misidentied or secondary particles [33]. Requirements are less restrictive for pp than for
PbPb collisions. Heavy-ion tracking requires a larger number of hits in the tracker and a
smaller normalized t 2 value for ts to reconstructed tracks. For both systems, tracks
are required to be compatible with the vertex with the largest value in the sum of their pT.
In pp collisions, the track reconstruction eciency is 90% at pT = 10 GeV and 80%
at 0.5 GeV. The misidentication rate for tracks is <2% for pT > 1 GeV and slightly
higher below this value. The contribution from secondary particles is subtracted, as the
secondary-particle rate is as high as 2%. The multiple reconstruction rate is smaller than
1%. The eciency and misidentication corrections are calculated as a function of , ,
pT, and the distance to the nearest jet axis, while simpler secondary-particle and mul-
tiple reconstruction corrections are applied that depend only on the  and pT values of
charged particles.
As the track reconstruction eciency in pp collisions is larger than in PbPb collisions,
the momentum ow can be measured with higher precision, while in the high-multiplicity
environment of heavy-ion collisions track reconstruction remains a challenge. In PbPb
collisions, the reconstruction eciency for primary charged particles, after implementing
the above track quality criteria, is approximately 70% at pT  10 GeV. Eciency starts to
drop for pT below 5 GeV and at 0.5 GeV the eciency is 30%. The misidentication rate
for tracks with pT = 0:5 GeV is 35%, but decreases to values smaller than 2% and for
pT > 1 GeV. The secondary-particle rate and multiple-reconstruction rate are, respectively,
less than 0.5% and 0.3% over the whole pT range in the analyis. No corrections are applied
for these in PbPb collisions. Using pythia+hydjet simulations, track reconstruction
eciency and misidentication rates are evaluated as a function of the , , and pT of the
track, as well as the centrality of the collision, and the smallest distance in  between the
track and a jet with pT > 50 GeV.
Tracks used in the analysis are weighted with a factor to correct for the eects described
above. The value of this correction is
ctrk =
(1 misreconstruction) (1  secondary-particle)
(eciency) (1 + multiple-reconstruction)
; (5.1)
where secondary-particle and multiple-reconstruction rates are set to zero for PbPb
collisions.
6 Analysis
Events are selected using an inclusive single-jet trigger with jet pT > 80 GeV. To suppress
electronic noise, cosmic rays, and beam backgrounds, events are required to satisfy selection
criteria documented in refs [12, 21]. Events passing selections are subject to oine jet
reconstruction. To select samples containing high-pT dijets, events are required to have a
leading (subleading) jet in the range of jj < 2 with a corrected jet pT > 120 (50) GeV.
The single-jet trigger is fully ecient for events with the requirement on the leading jet pT
for all the R parameters in the analysis. To select a dijet topology, the azimuth between
the leading and subleading jets is required to be 1;2 = j1   2j > 5=6. Once leading
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and subleading jets are identied within the initial range of jj < 2, both jets are then
restricted to be within a tighter jj. For measurements that oer comparison to a previous
analysis [12], we use the previous selection of jj < 1:6. For those that extend up to large
angular distances , a tighter requirement of jj < 0:6 is applied, such that leading and
subleading jets are far from the edge of the tracker and all ranges in  fall within the
acceptance.
This analysis aims to provide information that would aid the characterization of the
energy loss mechanisms responsible for the increase in the fraction of unbalanced dijet pairs
in central PbPb relative to pp collisions. As hard-scattered partons travel and shower in
the QGP, they can both trigger a coherent medium response and undergo interactions
in the medium that modify the showers of both partons. However, the enhancement in
unbalanced dijet pairs suggests that, on average, the subleading jet loses more energy than
the leading jet. The modication in jet balance must be compensated by the remaining,
unclustered constituents of the event, as each interaction conserves overall momentum.
The particles that provide the pT balance are correlated with the jet axes, but the
particles that are not aected by the interaction of the partons with the medium are evenly
distributed in azimuth relative to the individual directions of the leading and subleading
jets. The total pT of these particles is uncorrelated with the dijet pair. To dierentiate
the uncorrelated and correlated particles, we compare dierences in multiplicity in leading
and subleading jet hemispheres. In addition, we measure modications in the pT spectrum
of charged particles that contribute to the overall pT balance in the event, as well as their
angular distribution with respect to the dijet system. Using the azimuthal symmetry of the
jet axes relative to the UE makes it possible to perform precise measurements for particles
down to pT = 0:5 GeV, and angles as large as  = 1:8. This provides constraints on energy
loss mechanisms despite the small signal-to-background ratio.
The cancellation of the uncorrelated UE depends on azimuthal symmetry of the areas
selected around the leading and subleading jets relative to the axis of projection. As
mentioned above, to ensure this requirement, the dijet azimuthal angle (dijet) is dened
as the average  of the leading and subleading jets after the subleading jet is reected
around the origin. In contrast with previous publications [12], dijet is preferred over 1
(the  of the leading jet) for the projection axis, because the latter choice breaks azimuthal
symmetry, by generating particles near the leading jet that have larger projections at small
angles relative to particles produced at the same distance to the subleading jet.
The perfect cancellation of contributions from particles to pT ow, and to dierences
in hemisphere multiplicities from UE, take place only when there is no interaction between
UE and the jets. This is the case in pythia+hydjet simulations. In data, due to the
variations in path length in medium traversed by jets there are complicated correlations
between particles from dierent interactions and jet directions. These correlations comprise
a part of the signal probed in this analysis.
The observables used in this analysis are measured in bins of centrality and dijet
imbalance. The dependence on centrality in PbPb collisions is investigated in terms of the
emergence and enhancement of jet quenching eects as the size of the medium and energy
density increase, and the dijet imbalance enriches events with subleading jets that lose more
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energy than the leading jet. To dene centrality classes, collisions with inelastic hadronic
interactions are divided into percentages according to the ET of calorimeter towers summed
in the HF, and events are assigned into classes of centrality based on these total sums in
the HF. The distribution in this ET is used to divide the event sample into bins, each
representing 0.5% of the total nucleus-nucleus interaction cross section. Following refs. [12,
13], we quantify pT imbalance through the asymmetry ratio AJ = (pT;1   pT;2)=(pT;1 +
pT;2), where pT;1 and pT;2 are the pT of the leading and subleading jets within  < 2:0,
respectively. The AJ boundaries used in the analysis are 0.11, 0.22, 0.33 and 0.44, which
correspond to pT;2=pT;1 values of 0.8, 0.64, 0.50 and 0.42, respectively.
6.1 Dierence in multiplicities
The events are bisected with a plane perpendicular to dijet into two hemispheres associated
with the leading and subleading jets. The multiplicity dierence is dened as the dierence
between the corrected number of tracks with pT > 0:5 GeV (N
Corrected
trk =
P
ctrk) in these
two hemispheres:
mult = N
Corrected
trk jjtrk dijetj>=2  N Correctedtrk jjtrk dijetj<=2: (6.1)
Positive mult means that an excess of particles is found in the hemisphere of the
subleading jet, relative to the number of particles in the leading jet hemisphere. This
quantity is measured event-by-event and then averaged in bins of the observables of interest.
It is sensitive to the number of jets in a given hemisphere and their fragmentation, as well
as to the additional particles produced in jet quenching or through some specic response
of the QGP medium in one of the two hemispheres.
To select events that show consequences of jet quenching, the measurement is car-
ried out as a function of AJ and collision centrality. The AJ -dependent measurement is
performed for jets with a distance parameter of R = 0:3.
To see modications in the pT spectrum associated with the dierence in multiplicities
in two hemispheres, mult is measured for track pT ranges of 0.5{1, 1{2, 2{4, 4{8, and
8{300 GeV, and divided by the bin width. The measurement is repeated for dierent R
parameters.
To be consistent with the measurement of pT balance, the leading and subleading jets
used in the AJ -dependent mult measurement are required to fall in the pseudorapidity
region of jj < 1:6. The leading and subleading jets used in the R-dependent measurement
are required to be within jj < 0:6. Although in both cases jets with jj > 2 are excluded,
it is important to note that starting jet reconstruction with a cuto jj < 1:6, (or < 0:6)
is dierent than using the jj < 2 selection for determining the highest-pT jets and then
applying a tighter requirement, since events in which the leading or subleading jets are
found in the range between jj = 1:6 (or 0:6) and jj = 2:0 are also excluded.
6.2 Transverse momentum balance
Detailed information about the pT ow relative to the dijet system can be obtained by
studying the contribution of tracks to the overall pT balance in the event, as characterized
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by individual track pT and angle relative to the jets. To calculate the pT balance, the pT
of tracks are projected onto the dijet axis. For each track, this projection is dened as
p
k
T =  ctrk ptrkT cos (trk   dijet); (6.2)
where, as mentioned in section 5, the correction for reconstruction eects accounts for
the misreconstruction rate and reconstruction eciency for PbPb collisions, with values
specied by eq. (5.1). In addition, secondary particle and multiple reconstruction rates are
corrected in pp collisions.
Particles that make a positive contribution in mult also have positive p
k
T, as the cosine
function changes sign at =2. These two observables therefore map onto each other with a
weight in track pT and cos (trk   dijet).
To study the angular recovery rate (rate at which imbalance is restored, as momen-
tum contributions are included further from the jet cone) and the associated spectra of
pT balance, tracks that fall in annular regions around the jet axes are grouped together
according to their pT. In each event, p
k
T values of these group of tracks are summed to
obtain pT=
k. For each region, pT= k is calculated in track pT ranges of 0.5{1, 1{2, 2{4, 4{8,
and 8{300 GeV. Annular regions are dened in  =
p
(trk   jet)2 + (trk   jet)2 and
binned between  = 0:0{1.8 in steps of 0.2. In addition, the contribution from charged
particles that fall outside of this range are all collected in an extra overow bin. These
particles lie in the range of 1:8 <  < 3:6, depending on the  of the dijet pair. No anti-kT
clustering is employed in the calculation of , and tracks are dened to lie within circular
regions in pseudorapidity and azimuth. The axes used to dene the annuli dier from the
projection axis, dijet. For large , the annuli around the leading and subleading jets can
overlap, in which case, the track used in the overlap region when calculating pT=
k, is the
one in the annulus at smaller radius. The overlaps do not occur before  = 5=12.
The pT=
k is averaged over events with a specic AJ value separately for pp and PbPb
collisions, and for PbPb collisions they are divided into classes of collision centrality. This
average is denoted as hpT= kiptrkT ;, to indicate that within each event the balance is calculated
using a subset of tracks with specic  and pT.
Using the track pT and  parameters limits the selections on collision centrality and
AJ because of the statistical imprecision of the data. For more detailed analysis of the
dependance of track pT on event properties,  binning can be removed by adding up the
hpT= kiptrkT ; values for each  bin, which is identical to not having annular requirements in
the rst place, to obtain
hpT= kiptrkT =
X

hpT= kiptrkT ;: (6.3)
The pT balance, as in eq. (6.3), calculated for tracks in a given pT range usually
yields nonzero values, because of the dierences in pT spectra of particles in subleading
jet hemisphere relative to the spectra in the leading jet hemisphere. Summing the signed
hpT= kiptrkT values for each track pT bin provides an overall pT balance in the event for
tracks with 0:5 < pT < 300 GeV, that takes values close to zero, because of momentum
conservation. There can still be a deviation from zero because of the particles with pT <
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0:5 GeV, as well as for those particles that fall out of the tracker coverage in pseudorapidity
that are not included in the measurement. This sum corresponds to
hpT= ki =
X
ptrkT
hpT= kiptrkT : (6.4)
The angular distribution of pT balance is studied dierentially in bins of track pT by
hpT= kiptrkT ;, as described above, and adding up the contribution from dierent track pT
bins gives
hpT= ki =
X
ptrkT
hpT= kiptrkT ;; (6.5)
which denes the contribution of all tracks with 0:5 < pT < 300 GeV in a given annulus
to total pT balance. This hpT= ki, summed over all  intervals, yields hpT= ki. Instead of
summing all  bins, to calculate the recovery of balance as radius gets larger, the annuli
can be summed from  = 0 up to the angle of interest, and a cumulative balance inside a
cone calculated, as
hpT= ki[0;] =
0=X
0=0
hpT= ki0 : (6.6)
As mentioned previously, for consistency with the analysis in ref. [12], in calculations
that integrate over  , e.g. for, hpT= kiptrkT and hpT=
ki, only events in which both leading
and subleading jets fall within jj < 1:6 are included in the measurement of pT balance.
For measurements where contributions of dierent annuli are studied, to ensure full tracker
coverage around jets over  < 1:8 for hpT= kiptrkT ;, hpT=
ki, and hpT= ki[0;], tighter restrictions
are required on the pseudorapidity of leading and subleading jets (jj < 0:6) after they are
found within jj < 2.
7 Systematic uncertainties
The sources of major systematic uncertainty can be categorized into two groups; biases
related to jet reconstruction and those related to track reconstruction. Eects associated
with event selection and beam background rejection are found to be negligible.
The biases related to jet reconstruction are caused by smearing of jet pT due to energy
resolution and uncertainties in the JES. These factors can change the pT-ordering of jets in
the event, resulting in the interchanging of leading and subleading jets, or causing third jet
to replace the subleading jet. The uncertainties are estimated as a function of centrality
and AJ in each charged-particle pT range, using pythia and pythia+hydjet simulations
to compare observables calculated with reconstructed jets to generator-level jets. A bin-
by-bin correction is applied to data to account for the observed jet reconstruction bias.
This uncertainty includes the eect of jet-angular resolution. However, the size of the bins
in the -dependent measurement is signicantly larger than a typical angular resolution,
which therefore has a negligible eect on the observables. Going from R = 0:2 to 0:5, the
angular resolution, dened by the standard deviation of the reco,gen distribution, increases
from 0.020 to 0.025 for leading jets, and from 0.025 to 0.035 for subleading jets in pp. The
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Values integrated over AJ
pp PbPb, 30{100% PbPb, 0{30%
 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0
Jet reconstruction <1 0.0{0.2 1 0.1{0.2 1 0.1{0.4
Data/MC dierences for JES 1 0.1{0.2 2 0.1{0.3 2 0.1{0.3
Fragmentation dependent JES <1 0.1{0.2 2 0.1{0.2 1 0.1{0.4
Track corrections <1 <0:1 1 0.0{0.2 2 0.2{0.9
Data/MC dierences for tracking 1 0.0{0.1 1 0.1{0.2 1 0.1{0.2
Total 1 0.1{0.3 2 0.2{0.3 3 0.2{1.0
AJ < 0:22
pp PbPb, 30{100% PbPb, 0{30%
 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0
Jet reconstruction <1 0.1{0.2 1 0.1{0.2 1 0.1{0.4
Data/MC dierences for JES 1 0.1{0.2 2 0.1{0.4 2 0.2{0.4
Fragmentation dependent JES <1 0.1 2 0.1{0.4 1 0.1{0.5
Track corrections <1 <0.1 1 0.1 2 0.1{0.6
Data/MC dierences for tracking <1 0.0{0.1 1 0.1 1 0.1
Total 1 0.1{0.3 2 0.2{0.4 3 0.2{0.6
AJ > 0:22
pp PbPb, 30{100% PbPb, 0{30%
 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0
Jet reconstruction 2 0.1{0.5 1 0.1{0.6 2 0.2{0.6
Data/MC dierences for JES 2 0.1{0.3 3 0.2{0.5 3 0.3{0.6
Fragmentation dependent JES 1 0.1{0.5 1 0.1{0.7 1 0.2{0.6
Track corrections <1 0.1 1 0.1{0.3 3 0.2{1.1
Data/MC dierences for tracking 2 0.1{0.2 2 0.1{0.2 2 0.1{0.3
Total 3 0.3{0.8 3 0.3{0.9 4 0.4{1.4
Table 1. Systematic uncertainties in hpT= ki for jets clustered with distance parameter of 0.3 in pp,
and in central and peripheral PbPb collisions, for dierent AJ selections. Uncertainties are shown
as shifts in the values in units of GeV (rather than as fractions) for two  selections.
same holds in 30{100% centrality PbPb collisions. In the most central 0{30% of events,
the corresponding ranges are 0.020{0.035 and 0.025{0.045, respectively.
After implementing the fragmentation-dependent jet energy corrections there is up to
5% dierence between the JES for quark and gluon jets at pT < 50 GeV, and the dierence
disappears for high-pT jets. Additional checks are therefore pursued to account for possible
discrepancies in the performance of jet energy corrections in data and in MC simulations.
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A modication in avor content of jets due to quenching can lead to an under- or over-
correction of the jet energy in data. Also, the uncertainty in the JES from dierences in
simulation and detector conditions is calculated to be 2% using a data-based \tag-and-
probe" technique that depends on dijet balance in a control sample of peripheral PbPb
events [46]. The jet pT is changed up and down for leading and subleading jets in an
asymmetric manner (leading JES is increased while subleading JES is decreased) as a
function of jet pT, to account for the dierences in JES between quark and gluon jets and
the data-based JES uncertainty. Because the number of charged particles is a parameter
in these corrections, and can make the fragmentation-dependent jet energy corrections
sensitive to quenching eects, the dierence in the observables before and after corrections
in MC events is compared to the corresponding change in data, and the discrepancy between
data and simulation is quoted as an additional source of uncertainty.
Uncertainties related to track reconstruction are calculated in pythia and
pythia+hydjet by comparing the results with generator-level charged particles to those
with reconstructed tracks, after applying the track corrections discussed in section 5. The
small uninstrumented regions in the detector, and the correlation between track recon-
struction eciency and JES are the main causes of discrepancies observed between results
with generator-level particles and reconstructed tracks. The track corrections account for
the ineciencies due to uninstrumented regions. However, the bins used in  and  to cal-
culate the reconstruction eciency are larger than the size of the uninstrumented regions,
and as a result cannot completely correct the eect of these. An additional uncertainty is
therefore added to account for the eect of dierences in detector conditions and simulation
of track reconstruction. This is achieved using the ratio of corrected to initial track pT
and  spectra in data and simulations that are compared as track-quality selections are
changed. The dierence is found to be less than 5%, which is included in the systematic
uncertainty.
To calculate the total uncertainty, the uncertainties from sources mentioned above are
summed in quadrature. The contribution of each item is summarized in tables 1{3 for
the hpT= ki measurement. The systematic sources are given in terms of shifts in the value
of each observable in a given bin in units of GeV instead of % changes, as the hpT= ki can
vanish and can take values arbitrarily close to zero. Typically, hpT= ki is between 15{40 GeV
near the jet axes ( < 0:2), and less than 10 GeV at larger angles.
The dependence of uncertainties in dijet asymmetry and centrality is summarized in
table 1 for jets with a distance parameter R = 0:3. The jet energy resolution, can cause
events to move across the AJ boundaries. Moreover, it is more likely for the leading jet in
a highly imbalanced dijet event to be located in a region of an upward UE uctuation in
PbPb collisions. For these reasons, uncertainties related to jet reconstruction are larger in
imbalanced dijet events. For well-balanced events, the uncertainty is comparable to that in
the inclusive AJ selection, because the increase in eects from jet energy resolution balances
the reduction of eects related to UE uctuations. Uncertainties in track reconstruction
are larger in imbalanced than in balanced events, because of the correlation of track re-
construction eciency and reconstructed jet energy. When a high-pT track that carries a
signicant fraction of jet pT is not reconstructed, the jet energy is under-corrected, and
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0:5 < pT < 2 GeV 2 < pT < 8 GeV pT > 8 GeV
 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0
Jet reconstruction 0:04 0.06{0.25 0:13 0.04{0.14 0:85 0.01{0.07
Data/MC dierences for JES 0:14 0.07{0.24 0:42 0.03{0.11 0:97 0.01{0.12
Fragmentation dependent JES 0:03 0.10{0.14 1:1 0.05{0.23 0:19 0.02{0.06
Track corrections 0:09 0.08{0.64 0:27 0.06{0.13 1:78 0.01{0.07
Data/MC dierences for tracking 0:04 0.03{0.08 1:2 0.01{0.05 1:16 0.00{0.02
Total 0:17 0.20{0.69 1:1 0.11{0.29 2:3 0.04{0.10
Table 2. Systematic uncertainties in hpT= kiptrkT ; in 0{30% PbPb collisions, for jets clustered with
a distance parameter of 0.3, as a function of charged-particle pT. Uncertainties are shown as shifts
in the values in units of GeV (rather than as fractions) for two  selections.
vice versa, the energy is over-corrected in events where the high-pT track is found, because
jet energy corrections are obtained for the average case where the high-pT track might
not be reconstructed. Events with highly imbalanced dijets can result from miscalculated
jet energies caused by ineciencies in track reconstruction. Centrality of PbPb collisions
does not aect the uncertainties within the jet cone as much as at larger angles, where the
signal-to-background ratio gets smaller. Track and jet reconstruction uncertainties, caused
by over-correction of the leading jet pT because of upward UE uctuations, in particular,
tend to increase in central collisions. Uncertainties are smaller in pp than in PbPb collisions
because of the absence of a heavy-ion UE, and dierences in jet and track reconstruction
that provide better measurement of jet pT, larger track reconstruction eciency, and lower
track misidentication rates.
Uncertainties for small  are dominated by charged particles with pT > 8 GeV, while
at larger , low-pT particles make up a larger fraction of the total uncertainty in events
when there is no selection made on charged-particle pT. The contribution from each range
of track pT to the uncertainty in hpT= ki, in other words the uncertainty in hpT= kiptrkT ;, is
shown in table 2 for R = 0:3, in events with 0{30% central PbPb collisions. Finally, as
shown in table 3, uncertainties in jet reconstruction and track reconstruction in MC events
increase together with increasing R, as the UE inside the jet cone gets larger. However, JES
dierence between quark and gluon jets is smaller for large R parameters, and uncertainties
that account for JES dierences in data and in MC events therefore decrease.
Although uncertainties in dierences in multiplicities are calculated separately, their
values are not listed in a table, because they can be approximated from the uncertainties
in hpT= ki divided by the average charged particle pT in that range. In 0{10% central events,
for R = 0:3, the dominant source is jet reconstruction, with an uncertainty caused by
an upward uctuation in the background under the leading jet, which is followed by the
uncertainty in track reconstruction, and residual track reconstruction in data and in MC
events that change by 0.5{1.5 particles, as a function of AJ . The uncertainties increase
with R and with centrality from peripheral to central collisions.
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R = 0:2 R = 0:4 R = 0:5
 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0 <0:2 0.2{2.0
Jet reconstruction 1 0.1{0.4 1 0.1{0.5 1 0.1{0.7
Data/MC dierences for JES 2 0.1{0.5 2 0.1{0.4 2 0.1{0.3
Fragmentation dependent JES 1 0.1{0.4 1 0.1{0.3 1 0.1{0.3
Track corrections 2 0.2{0.7 2 0.1{1.1 2 0.1{1.1
Data/MC dierences for tracking 1 0.1{0.2 1 0.1 1 0.1
Total 3 0.2{0.9 3 0.3{1.1 3 0.2{1.1
Table 3. Systematic uncertainties in hpT= kiptrkT ; in 0{30% PbPb collisions are shown for jets
clustered with distance parameters of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5. Uncertainties are shown as shifts in the
values in units of GeV (rather than as fractions) for two  selections.
8 Results
8.1 Dependence of the pT balance in pp and PbPb on opening angles around
jets
Angular distribution of the pT relative to the axis dened by the parton direction is a
key for studying QCD processes responsible for parton energy loss. In models, large-angle
modications in the event due to jet quenching have been accommodated qualitatively
through a response triggered in the hydrodynamic medium by the deposited energy [47]
and through the cascade of gluons created in medium-induced radiation processes [48{
51]. Moreover, some MC implementations of jet quenching that modify partonic showers
in pythia, such as Q-pythia, can generate soft particles at angles  > 0:8, but this
treatment modies the fragmentation functions more severely than found in data [52, 53].
Angular scales for dierent jet quenching mechanisms in perturbative QCD are related
to momentum scales through time evolution of partonic interactions [23]. Especially for
QCD cascades in a suciently large medium, angular broadening is independent of the
path length, and this mechanism might therefore produce a cumulative eect even after
taking averages over dierent events where jets travel dierent path lengths in the QGP.
The medium response may not have the same correlation between angular and momentum
scales. The relative importance of each mechanism is unknown. Measuring the pT spectra
of hpT= ki as a function of  from the jet axis, denoted as hpT= kiptrkT ;, as discussed in section 6,
can provide information on the momentum scales at which certain quenching mechanisms
become dominant.
The analysis is performed for pp collisions, and two PbPb centrality selections of
30{100% and 0{30%. The resulting dierential distributions in hpT= kiptrkT ; are shown for
dierent regions of track pT (in terms of the colored boxes) as a function of  in the
upper row of gure 1. The sum of hpT= kiptrkT ; for dierent p
trk
T ranges as a function of ,
hpT= ki, are given by the open markers, and follow the leading jet at small  and subleading
jet at large . The cumulative values, hpT= ki[0;] (i.e. from summing and smoothing the
hpT= ki over bins in , starting at  = 0 and ending at the point of interest) are shown
as dashed lines for pp and solid lines for PbPb. These lines demonstrate the evolution of
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Figure 1. Upper row: hpT= kiptrkT ; distributions for pp, and for 30{100% and 0{30% PbPb data
for ve track-pT ranges (colored boxes), for momentum ranges from 0:5 < pT < 1 GeV (light blue)
to 8 < pT < 300 GeV (red), as a function of . Also shown is hpT= ki as a function of  for pp
(open squares) and PbPb data (open plus symbols). Dashed lines (pp) and solid lines (PbPb) show
hpT= ki[0;] (i.e. integrating the hpT= ki over  from  = 0 up to the point of interest). Lower row:
dierence between the PbPb and pp hpT= kiptrkT ; distributions according to the range in pT, as a
function of  (colored boxes), and dierence of hpT= ki as a function of  (open circles), error bars
and brackets represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
the overall pT balance from small to large distances relative to the jet axis, reaching an
overall balance close to zero only at large radii. The cumulative curve in PbPb collisions
for 0{30% centrality is slightly narrower than for pp collisions.
The distributions in pp collisions have characteristic features, and understanding these
is important for interpreting the PbPb results. The magnitude of the hpT= ki in the rst
bin, with  < 0:2, is related to the average dijet imbalance, and takes a negative value
indicating that the momentum projection points along the direction of the leading jet. In
the rest of the  bins, hpT= ki takes a positive value, and hpT= kiptrkT ; for lower track pT
make up larger fractions of hpT= ki. We refer to the hpT= kiptrkT ; and hpT=
ki for bins with
 > 0:2 as the \balancing distribution" of the corresponding quantity, because they reduce
the large pT imbalance observed in the rst bin in . The balancing distribution has a
peak in the range 0:4 <  < 0:6, which is at the most likely  position for a third jet
relative to the subleading jet.
In PbPb collisions, the peak of the balancing hpT= ki distribution shifts towards smaller
angles (0:2 <  < 0:4). This can be due to the modication in the fragmentation of the
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leading and subleading jets after quenching, as it occurs at angles close to their axes, where
the low-pT particles make largest contributions. It is therefore not possible to claim a direct
relation between the peak position of the balancing hpT= ki distribution and the location of
other jets in the event, unless only the highest-pT particles are considered, i.e. not likely to
be related to the leading and subleading jets at large  values. The peak position of the
balancing hpT= kiptrkT ; distribution of the highest-pT particles is located at the same place
as in pp collisions (0:4 <  < 0:6), but with smaller magnitude. This suggests that the
position of a third jet relative to the subleading jet is not modied signicantly. However,
the magnitude of hpT= kiptrkT ; for tracks with 8 < pT < 300 GeV associated with the third
jet can be reduced for several reasons, such as quenching of the third jet, which makes its
fragmentation softer, or a change in the ordering of the jets relative to original partonic
conditions, i.e. leading parton losing more energy compared to the subleading parton, which
causes the third jet to be found in the leading jet hemisphere, instead of the subleading
jet hemisphere.
A comparison of pp and PbPb collisions is provided in the lower row of gure 1,
showing the dierence in PbPb and pp for hpT= kiptrkT ;, and hpT=
ki as a function of .
For central events, the rst bin with  < 0:2 hpT= kiptrkT ; for high-pT tracks and hpT=
ki
point in the leading jet direction, although the excess is not signicant. While in the
second bin with 0:2 <  < 0:4, there is a signicant positive excess in hpT= ki. The excess
towards the subleading jet in this bin may either be because the leading jet is narrower,
or the subleading jet wider in PbPb collisions compared to pp collisions. The excess in
hpT= ki along the subleading jet direction extends up to larger angles (  1{1.2), with
decreasing signicance. In this angular range, there is an excess in hpT= kiptrkT ; for tracks
with pT that fall in the ranges of 0{0.5, 0.5{1, and 1{2 GeV, and a depletion for particles
with pT > 4 GeV. This is consistent with results shown in the previous section and earlier
CMS studies that demonstrate that the small-angle imbalance towards the leading jet is
compensated by particles of small pT emitted at large angles to the jet axes [12].
8.2 Study of the pT balance in pp and PbPb collisions, as a function of opening
angles around jets in bins of AJ
More information can be obtained by repeating the previous study as a function of dijet
asymmetry AJ . The results for a sample containing more balanced dijets (AJ < 0:22) is
shown in gure 2, again comparing pp data with two PbPb centrality bins. As expected,
hpT= ki and hpT= kiptrkT ; for all track pT take smaller values compared to inclusive AJ se-
lection, meaning that events with a more balanced dijet selection show an overall better
pT balance in both small  < 0:2, as well as larger . This is also seen in the dierence
in hpT= ki for PbPb and pp collisions, although, as before, an preference of hpT= kiptrkT ; for
low-pT tracks to point along the subleading side can be seen for central PbPb events.
Complementary to the selection of more balanced dijets, gure 3 shows a selection
for unbalanced dijets with AJ > 0:22. The AJ selection is reected in the overall larger
contributions in the small- and large-angle regions relative to the jet axes. This large AJ
selection, which enhances the fraction of jets having undergone signicant energy loss in
PbPb collisions, also enhances the dierences between PbPb and pp, as shown in the lower
row of gure 3.
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Figure 2. Same as gure 1, but with a balanced dijet selection (AJ < 0:22). Upper row: hpT= kiptrkT ;
distributions for pp, and for 30{100% and 0{30% PbPb data for ve track pT ranges (colored
boxes), as a function of . Also shown is hpT= ki as a function of  for pp (open squares) and
for PbPb data (open plus symbols). Dashed lines (pp) and solid lines (PbPb) show hpT= ki[0;] (i.e.
integrating the hpT= ki over  from  = 0 up to the point of interest). Lower row: dierence in
the hpT= kiptrkT ; distributions for the PbPb and pp according to the range in pT, as a function of 
(colored boxes), and dierence of hpT= ki as a function of  (open circles). Error bars and brackets
represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The y-axis range on the top panels
are smaller than in gure 1.
It is important to note that in pp collisions, only 30% of selected dijet events have
AJ > 0:22, but this number increases to 42% for central PbPb selections. This again
suggests the presence of an additional mechanism creating asymmetric dijets in PbPb,
i.e. parton energy loss in the medium. Consistent with this picture, the AJ dependence
of the hpT= kiptrkT ; distributions in PbPb and pp collisions and their dierence suggests
that asymmetric dijet systems in pp and PbPb collisions are created through dierent
mechanisms, with semi-hard radiation (e.g., three-jet events) dominating pp collisions. In
contrast, a large fraction of asymmetric dijet events in PbPb is created through a dierential
energy loss mechanism as the partons traverse the medium, which leads to the observed
excess in hpT= kiptrkT ; for the low-pT bins. The depletion of high-pT particle contributions at
large angles in PbPb is more dominant with AJ > 0:22 relative to an inclusive AJ selection,
because of the dierence in relative fractions of three-jet events among all selected events.
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Figure 3. Same as gure 1, but with an unbalanced dijet selection (AJ > 0:22). Upper row:
hpT= kiptrkT ; distributions for pp, and for 30{100% and 0{30% PbPb data for ve track pT ranges, as
a function of . Also shown is hpT= ki as a function of  for pp and for PbPb data. Dashed lines
(pp) and solid lines (PbPb) show hpT= ki[0;] (i.e. integrating the hpT= ki over  from  = 0 up to
the point of interest). Lower row: dierence in the hpT= kiptrkT ; distributions for the PbPb and pp.
Error bars and brackets represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The y-axis
range on the top panels are larger than in gure 1.
8.3 Dependence of dijet asymmetry on pT balance and multiplicity dierence
in jet hemispheres
To study the pT ow relative to the dijet system as a function of event properties, such
as centrality and AJ , in more detail, thehpT= kiptrkT ; is summed over all annuli to obtain
hpT= kiptrkT , i.e. the average pT balance in the event calculated for a given range of track pT.
In gure 4, we display hpT= kiptrkT for dierent ranges of track pT (displayed in terms of the
colored boxes) as a function of AJ , ranging from almost balanced to very unbalanced dijets
in pp collisions, and in four selections of PbPb centrality from most peripheral to most
central. The balance in the event for all tracks with pT > 0:5 GeV, denoted as hpT= ki, which
is obtained by adding up the hpT= kiptrkT for dierent pT ranges, is also included, and shown
as open markers, with associated systematic uncertainties as brackets around the points.
In PbPb events, overall pT is balanced to better than 10 GeV, i.e. jhpT= kij < 10 GeV for
all AJ selections. The small negative trend in hpT= ki as a function of AJ is observed also
in pp events, and in generator-level pythia events, once the pT threshold set on charged
particles and the acceptance of the tracker are imposed.
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Figure 4. Upper row has hpT= kiptrkT and hpT= ki in pp collisions (leftmost) and in four selections of
PbPb for collision centralities from 50{100% to 0{10%. The open markers show hpT= ki, pT balance
for tracks with 0:5 < pT < 300 GeV, while the colored boxes show the hpT= kiptrkT contributions for
dierent track pT ranges. For each panel, hpT= kiptrkT and hpT= ki values are shown as a function of
dijet asymmetry. The lower row shows the dierence between hpT= kiptrkT and hpT= ki for PbPb and
pp data. Error bars and brackets represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
When selecting events containing dijets with AJ > 0:11, an expected excess of high-pT
particles in the direction of the leading jet (indicated by the red areas in gure 4) is seen
for all selections in pp and PbPb collisions. For pp and peripheral PbPb collisions, this
excess is mostly balanced by particles with intermediate pT of 2{8 GeV. Going to more
central collisions, hpT= kiptrkT on the subleading jet side is modied from the intermediate pT
range towards low pT (0.5{2 GeV). This eect is most pronounced for events with large AJ
in central PbPb collisions.
The lower row of gure 4 shows the dierence between hpT= kiptrkT in PbPb and pp
collisions, after requiring the specic PbPb collision centralities and dijet imbalance. While
the contributions from dierent pT ranges are similar for pp and peripheral PbPb collisions,
a dierence can be seen for central collisions, where a signicant excess of low-pT charged
particles is observed for asymmetric jets in PbPb collisions. Systematic uncertainties are
shown only for hpT= ki, and not for hpT= kiptrkT . Uncertainties in hpT=
ki provide an upper
bound on systematic uncertainties for individual pT ranges, as uncertainties in low-pT
particles are, in fact, signicantly smaller. The excess observed in low-pT particles in the
range of 0.5{2 GeV has therefore a signicance of 3{4 standard deviations for AJ > 0:11 for
most central events. The dierence in hpT= ki between PbPb and pp collisions for all tracks
with pT > 0:5 GeV is consistent with zero across all centrality and AJ selections.
The overall pT balance observed through hpT= ki in PbPb events agrees with pp events,
within systematic and statistical uncertainties, over all ranges of AJ and centrality, while
the hpT= kiptrkT distributions show excess of low-pT particles. This implies that there are
more particles in the subleading jet hemispheres compared to the leading jet hemispheres,
because more particles are required to obtain the same pT sum.
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Figure 5. Upper panels show the comparison of the mean dierence in multiplicity hmulti between
the subleading jet hemisphere and leading jet hemisphere, as a function of dijet asymmetry AJ for pp
(blue squares), PbPb (red led circles), pythia (dashed histogram), and pythia+hydjet events
(black histogram). The centralities of PbPb collisions are 50{100%, 30{50%, 10{30 %, and 0{
10%, respectively, from leftmost to rightmost panel. Lower panels provide the dierence in hmulti
between PbPb and pp collisions. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown as error bars
and brackets, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the mean dierence in multiplicities between leading and subleading
jet hemispheres, denoted as hmulti, as a function of AJ and collision centrality. The
hmulti is presented for both PbPb and pp collisions. Measurements in pp collisions are in
good agreement with pythia and pythia+hydjet simulations. In general, the hmulti
increases as a function of AJ in pp, PbPb, pythia, and pythia+hydjet events. The
events in pp collisions with large AJ contain a larger fraction of three-jet or multijet events,
where more particles are produced in the direction of the subleading jet. The observed
increase in hmulti for pp collisions with increasing AJ is therefore expected. Going from
peripheral (50{100%) to central (0{10%) PbPb events, for a given AJ selection an excess
in hmulti is visible compared to pp collisions. The dierence in hmulti between pp and
PbPb collisions increases monotonically as a function of AJ at all collision centralities,
with the biggest eect seen for most central PbPb collisions. This is consistent with the
expected dependence of medium-induced energy loss on collision centrality, where systems
of the largest size (i.e. smallest centrality) should show the largest medium-related eects.
The multiplicity dierence is up to 15 particles in the most central 0{10 % collisions.
8.4 Dependence of transverse momentum balance on jet distance parameter R
In pp collisions, jets clustered with small R are narrower and fragment into components
with higher pT than jets clustered with large R. In addition, using small R tends to
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bias the clustered jets to contain a larger fraction of quark jets [54, 55]. Changing the
R parameter can provide a handle on the size and shower proles of individual jets. In
heavy ion collisions, studying the R dependence of momentum ow in dijet events makes
it possible to investigate whether jet quenching mechanisms act dierently on jets with
dierent fragmentation patterns on a jet-by-jet basis.
It is important to note that there is an overlap in the nal set of dijet events obtained
for dierent R parameters, and therefore it is not possible to interpret the dependence of
the pT-balance distributions on R as simply a dependence on jet size. A change in R can
induce a modication in pT=
k in two ways: events that satisfy the dijet requirements for
one R can fail for another R value, or events that satisfy the dijet requirements for both
R parameters, but for which the ordering of jets change, can impact dijet, as well as the
value of parameters used in the binning of the measurements, such as AJ and .
The requirements on the pT of leading and subleading jets are the main sources of
variations in the nal set of dijet events for dierent R parameters. For each R, a jet pT
selection translates into a dierent requirement on initial parton pT. A smaller fraction of
the initial energy of the parton is recovered using jets of smaller size. Although fewer events
pass the dijet requirement for R = 0:2 jets, strictly speaking, such events do not form a
subset of dijet events with larger R parameters. A small fraction of R = 0:2 dijet events
(4{7% in PbPb collisions and 2{4% in pp collisions) does not satisfy the dijet requirements
for other R values, mainly because jets fall outside of the  range or the  requirement
for the dijet pair. This can happen because of the merging of the subleading and third jets,
and because of the resolution in jet angular direction. Such events make up a statistically
negligible contribution to the results and are therefore not the focus of the discussion.
The fraction of events that pass the dijet selection both for the largest R = 0:5 and for
other values are shown in the second column of table 4, without matching the directions of
the jets. Compared to pp collisions, the fraction of events that pass both cutos on jets is
reduced in PbPb collisions more rapidly as R decreases. This observation is qualitatively
consistent with the measurement showing that inclusive jet suppression is smaller in PbPb
collisions for large R values [56], which can be interpreted as due to the recovery of part
of the energy lost in the initial hard scatter of partons.
Additional information can therefore be extracted by requiring the leading and sub-
leading jets with a given R to be in the same direction as the corresponding jets found using
R = 0:5. As shown in the third column of table 4, the fraction of such events is similar for
pp and PbPb collisions. These events produce almost no change in dijet and the jet axes,
which change only slightly due to jet angular resolution, and therefore yield approximately
the same pT=
k. However, these events can accommodate the change in the pT of jets that
originate from the same initial hard-scattered parton for dierent R parameters. For jets
matched to each other spatially, the ratio of the pT of the leading or subleading jet at
some given R to respective jets with R = 0:5, hpRT;1(2)=pR=0:5T;1(2)i, is calculated and the values
are shown in columns 4 and 5 in table 4. As expected, in both PbPb and pp collisions,
hpRT;1=pR=0:5T;1 i and hpRT;2=pR=0:5T;2 i are reduced as R gets smaller. In PbPb collisions, a smaller
fraction of jet pT is recovered at small R for both the leading and subleading jets, which
may be due to the broadening of quenched jets. This eect is larger for the subleading
than for the leading jet.
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Additional Matched Swapped
R dijet selection [%] jet directions [%] hpRT;1=pR=0:5T;1 i hpRT;2=pR=0:5T;2 i jet directions [%]
PbPb
0.2 48 2 83 5 0:89 0:001 0:79 0:002 10 3
0.3 62 2 90 4 0:93 0:002 0:88 0:004 7 3
0.4 77 1 94 3 0:96 0:002 0:94 0:005 3 2
pp
0.2 58 2 83 5 0:91 0:001 0:83 0:002 14 3
0.3 73 2 90 4 0:95 0:001 0:90 0:001 8 3
0.4 86 1 95 3 0:98 0:001 0:96 0:001 4 2
Table 4. Overlap in event selections for 0{100% PbPb and pp collisions. The second column
gives the percentage of events that pass dijet selections and a tight pseudorapidity requirement
( jj < 0:6 ) for R = 0:5, and an additional dijet selection also required for a smaller R value.
In columns 3{6 the leading and subleading jets with R = 0:5 are matched to the leading and
subleading jets with smaller R values, requiring only R = 0:5 selection on jets. The third column
shows the percentage of these events where both leading and subleading jets point in the same
direction (i =
p
(Ri   R=0:5i )2 + (Ri   R=0:5i )2 < 0:5 for i = 1 and 2). The average value of
the ratio of pT of the leading and subleading jets at jet for a given R, to their pT for R = 0:5 are
shown in the fourth and fth columns, respectively. The sixth column shows percentage of events
in which subleading jets with the given R parameter match the R = 0:5 leading jet, and the leading
jet matches the R = 0:5 subleading jet.
As R parameters become smaller, leading and subleading jets fall below the pT require-
ments. Most of the time, the leading jet satises the pT selection for R = 0:5, but falls
below the threshold for smaller R, because the subleading jet pT is already biased towards
values above the 50 GeV threshold by the leading jet with pT > 120 GeV in the event.
However, as shown in gures 2 and 3, for R = 0:3 jets the hpT= kiptrkT ; signal is dominated
by dijet events with large imbalance, which is true for all other R parameters as well. For
events with AJ > 0:22, hpT;2i  70{80 GeV is suciently close to the 50 GeV threshold for
subleading jets falling below the threshold to create sizable eects on the results.
The last column of table 4 gives the fraction of events with swapped leading and
subleading jets compared to those with R = 0:5. For these events, the pT=
k has an opposite
sign relative to the value for R = 0:5, as dijet points in the opposite hemisphere. Especially
in pp collisions, swapping of the leading and subleading jet is the main source of events
in which the jet directions are not matched. In PbPb collisions, swapping is slightly less
frequent than in pp collisions, suggesting that the third jet may be replacing the subleading
jet. For events that satisfy dijet requirements for dierent R parameters, the pT=
k in each
event can still change as a function of R because of the swapping of jets in the dijet pairs,
and the replacement of the subleading jet by the third jet.
The dependence of hpT= kiptrkT ; on  and R is shown in gure 6, without any AJ re-
quirement, for pp and for PbPb events with 0{30% centralities. The R-dependent evolution
in pp collisions, which is attributed to the softening and broadening of jets, can be seen
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Figure 6. Upper row shows hpT= kiptrkT ; in pp collisions as a function of , for a distance parameter
R = 0:2, 0:3, 0:4, and 0:5, from left to right for dierent ranges of track pT, and hpT= ki (i.e.
hpT= kiptrkT ; summed over all pT for a given  bin). Dashed lines indicate cumulative results for
hpT= ki[0;] in pp, for each distance parameter (i.e. integrating hpT= ki over the  range from  = 0
to the point of interest). Middle row provides hpT= kiptrkT ; and hpT= ki in PbPb collisions of centrality
range 0{30% as a function of , for distance parameters R = 0:2, 0:3, 0:4, and 0:5 from left to right.
Solid line indicates hpT= ki[0;] in PbPb for each distance parameter. Lower row has the dierence
between PbPb and pp. Error bars and brackets represent statistical and systematic uncertainties,
respectively. The results are inclusive in the dijet asymmetry parameter AJ .
as a shift in the position of the sign change of hpT= kiptrkT ; and as a decrease in the total
imbalance within the jet cones  . 0:2{0.4 . Moreover, the peaking point of the balanc-
ing distribution shifts towards larger , as jet distance parameter R increases (from  =
0.2{0.4 for R = 0:2 jets, to  = 0:6{1.0 for R = 0:5 jets). As stated for R = 0:3 jets in
section 8.1, the peak position is correlated with the most likely position of the third jet
relative to the subleading jet, which also moves to larger angles by increasing R.
In the PbPb system, the peak also shifts towards greater , but less than in pp
collisions due to the additional soft particles at small angles associated to the quenching of
the dijet pair and reduction in the number of high-pT particles associated with the third
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jet. In the PbPb pp bottom panels, this manifests in the depletion of higher ranges at
pT, 4{8 and 8{300 GeV, which shift to greater angular distance with increasing R. There
is a modest increase observed in the excess in the pT ranges of 0.5{1 and 1{2 GeV with
increasing R. The overall distribution in the low-pT excess in PbPb relative to pp does
not change signicantly with the distance parameter, and especially not at larger angular
distance .
There is a hint that the hpT= ki[0;] distribution in central PbPb collisions, shown by
the black curves in gure 6, is narrower than in pp collisions, shown by the dashed black
curves, meaning that the slope is larger in PbPb relative to pp collisions. This becomes
slightly more signicant at R = 0:5, where bias in gluon or quark jets that have large
angular width becomes smaller. This is also reected in the increase in the magnitude of
hpT= ki in the leading jet direction in the rst bin, and in the subleading jet direction in
the second bin. This modication is dominated by particles with pT > 2 GeV, and may
arise from quenching eects, causing leading jets to narrow or subleading jets to widen in
central PbPb relative to pp collisions.
To summarize the dependence of dierences in pT balance among dierent R bins
on AJ , and to investigate the observed changes in the associated track pT spectrum in
more central events, our measurement of the dependence of the pT balance on R and AJ ,
is shown in gure 7 for pp and 0{10% central PbPb events, respectively, in the top and
middle rows. The leftmost panels correspond to a selection of R = 0:2 jets, while the
rightmost panels correspond to R = 0:5. For pp collisions, there is a slight decrease in the
magnitude of signal in each pT range as R increases. This behavior is consistent with the
observed reduction in the incone hpT= kiptrkT ; for high-pT tracks with  < 0:2 shown in the
top panels of gure 6 as a function of R, which was discussed above, and is also observed
in generator-level pythia. This kind of behavior is not observed in central PbPb events.
The bottom row of gure 7 displays the dierence between PbPb and pp results. The
R parameter is correlated with a small change in the magnitude of the hpT= kiptrkT excess of
low-pT particles, as jets of larger R give a greater excess. When pT ranges 0.5{2.0 GeV
are combined, the increase in the low-pT excess becomes more signicant. The systematic
uncertainties shown in the plot are dominated primarily by the pT range 8.0{300.0 GeV,
and as such cannot be used to characterize the signicance of hpT= kiptrkT in the low track-pT
ranges, nor the slight dependence on the distance parameter in the low-pT excess. The
sum of track pT ranges hpT= ki is insensitive to the distance parameter, and the dierence
between PbPb and pp collisions is consistent with zero for all R values.
Finally, the multiplicity associated with excess of low-pT particles shown in gures 6
and 7, and the charged-particle spectrum for hmulti are given in gure 8 for events with
0{30% centrality, without any AJ requirement, for several distance parameters in pp and
PbPb collisions, and for their dierence.
In pp collisions the fragmentation of leading jets with high pT provides more high-pT
and fewer low-pT particles in the hemisphere of the leading jet relative to the subleading-
jet hemispheres. As a result, hdmult=dpTi has a positive value for charged particles with
pT < 8 GeV and a negative value for charged particles with pT > 8 GeV. Also, in PbPb
collisions, hdmult=dpTi is positive for particles with pT < 8 GeV and becomes negative
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Figure 7. Upper row shows hpT= kiptrkT (the individual track pT) and hpT= ki (sum over all ranges of
track pT) as a function of AJ in pp collisions for distance parameters R = 0:2, 0:3, 0:4, and 0:5,
from left to right. The dijet asymmetry ranges from almost balanced (AJ < 0:11) to unbalanced
(AJ > 0:33) dijets. Middle row provides hpT= kiptrkT and hpT= ki as a function of AJ in PbPb collisions
of centrality range 0{10%, for distance parameter R = 0:2, 0:3, 0:4, and 0:5, from left to right.
Lower row has the dierence PbPb   pp of the hpT= kiptrkT , and hpT= ki, which are shown in the upper
panels. Error bars and brackets represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
in the last bin, although the spectrum is much steeper, and has a large excess of soft
particles. By taking the dierence in hdmult=dpTi between PbPb and pp collisions, a
signicant excess (>5 standard deviations) is observed at pT < 2 GeV, and a depletion at
pT > 4 GeV, while there is only a slight excess in the range 2 < pT < 4 GeV. Changing
R does not have an eect on the results in pp collisions, while in PbPb collisions there
is a small enhancement in the excess for low-pT charged particles as R is increased from
0.2 to 0.5.
9 Summary and conclusions
The transverse momentum ow relative to the dijet axis in PbPb and pp collisions contain-
ing jets with large pT has been studied using data corresponding to integrated luminosities
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Figure 8. Dierence in dierential multiplicity hdmult=dpTtrki between the away-side and leading-
jet hemispheres as a function of track pT, using an inclusive dijet asymmetry selection. Left panel
has measurements in pp for jet radii R = 0:2, 0:3, 0:4, and 0:5, and the middle panel displays similar
measurements in PbPb. Right panel provides the dierence in hdmult=dptrkT i between PbPb and
pp collisions for each momentum range. Systematic uncertainties are shown as boxes. Error bars
represent statistical uncertainties.
of 166b 1 and 5.3 pb 1, respectively, collected at a nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy
of 2.76 TeV. Dijet events were selected containing a leading jet with transverse momentum
pT;1 > 120 GeV and a subleading jet with pT;2 > 50 GeV, reconstructed using the anti-kT
algorithm, with distance parameters of R = 0:2, 0:3, 0:4 and 0:5. For PbPb collisions,
the dijet events show a larger asymmetry in pT between the leading and subleading jets
than in pp collisions. The multiplicity, angular, and pT spectra of the radiation balancing
this asymmetry are characterized using several techniques as a function of PbPb collision
centrality and pT asymmetry. For a given dijet asymmetry, the imbalance in pT in PbPb
collisions is found to be compensated by particles at pT = 0.5{2 GeV, whereas in pp col-
lisions most of the momentum balance is found in the pT range of 2{8 GeV, reecting a
softening of the radiation responsible for the imbalance in pT of the asymmetric dijet system
in PbPb interactions. Correspondingly, a larger multiplicity of associated particles is seen
in PbPb than in pp collisions. Both measurements show larger dierences between PbPb
and pp for more central PbPb collisions. The current data provide the rst detailed study
of the angular dependence of charged particle contributions to the asymmetry up to large
angles from the jet axis ( = 1:8). Despite the large shift in the pT spectrum of particles,
the angular pattern of energy ow in PbPb events as a function of  matches that seen in
pp collisions, especially for small R parameters. The results suggest that either the leading
jet is getting narrower, or the subleading jet is getting broader after quenching. In pp
collisions, the balancing distribution shifts to larger  with increasing distance parameter
R, likely because of the presence of a third jet further away from the dijet axis. The shift is
more pronounced than in PbPb collisions, where there is an excess of low pT particles close
to the jet axes. These results constrain the redistribution of transverse momentum in the
modelling of QCD energy loss processes of partons traversing the hot and dense medium
created in heavy-ion collisions.
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